Adding Multiple Meeting Patterns to a section

1. Open or create section
2. Click on the link under Schedule (either Does Not Meet, or a meeting pattern)

3. From the Patterns drop down, choose a specific meeting pattern type. Click in the calendar to select the start and end time you would like to use.

4. Click the (+) in the upper right corner to compare schedule to other courses. DO NOT CHECK PERMANENT. This will create an irreversible pairing of courses in your snapper. Click Add to see an overlay of the meeting times of the other class with the one you are scheduling.
5. Click black Meetings button on bottom left of calendar screen

6. Click the green (+) on top right to add another meeting pattern row.

7. Fill in Meeting Details that are applicable, leave Pattern as Does Not Meet, you will define in the snapper.
8. Click Accept
9. Click the new meeting pattern row you added to highlight in green. This will bring you back to the snapper calendar, where you can add your meeting times. Follow Steps 3 and 4.